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102–110 (2000) and S. V. Dvinskikh and I. Furó, J. Magn. Reson.
144, 142–149 (2000)) that combine PGSE with dipolar decoupling
are extended to polycrystalline solids and unoriented liquid crys-
tals. Decoupling suppresses dipolar dephasing not only during the
gradient pulses but also under signal acquisition so that the de-
tected spectral shape is dominated by the chemical shift tensor of
the selected nucleus. The decay of the spectral intensity at differ-
ent positions in the powder spectrum provides the diffusion coef-
ficient in sample regions with their crystal axes oriented differently
with respect to the direction of the field gradient. Hence, one can
obtain the principal values of the diffusion tensor. The method is
demonstrated by 19F PGSE NMR with homonuclear decoupling in

lyotropic lamellar liquid crystal. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: PGSE NMR; homonuclear dipolar decoupling;
anisotropic diffusion; liquid crystal; polycrystalline sample.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, we presented new pulsed-field-gradient spin-
(PGSE) NMR methods for measuring the diffusion coeffic
in anisotropic systems (i.e., other than isotropic liquids)
nonvanishing dipolar coupling (1, 2). The methods, which a

ly heteronuclear (1) or homonuclear (2) dipolar decoupling
can be used to measure anisotropic diffusion provided tha
investigated sample is oriented homogeneously (single cr
or oriented liquid crystals) and the gradient direction relativ
the sample orientation can be varied. For many mate
however, it is difficult to obtain a homogeneously orien
sample. Examples are highly viscous thermotropic smec
lyotropic lamellar liquid crystals.

Measuring the anisotropic diffusion (3, 4) in unoriented ma
terials (henceforth referred to as powders) may proceed o
avenues. The first and preferable option is available if
diffusing species presents the spectroscopist with nucle
have dominant anisotropic spin interactions, such as the
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so-called powder spectrum (5, 6) where domains of differe
orientations give rise to signal at different frequencies.
recording the variation of the diffusion damping along
spectrum one may obtain accurate anisotropic diffusion
Until now, this approach has been pursued in2H PGSE NMR
of water in some anisotropic systems (7). Note that for quad
rupole broadened spectra, the quadrupole echo must re
the spin echo in the PGSE pulse sequence (7–9). A similar
approach could be applied to the dipolar powder spect
isolated few-spin systems.

The other option has been pursued for spinI 5 1
2 nuclei

without significant anisotropic couplings such as1H. In that
case, signal from domains with different orientations con
ute to the same spectral peak. The resulting diffusion d
which is a composite of Gaussian decays with different d
sion coefficients, is apparently non-Gaussian in a convent
PGSE experiment (10–13). The appearance of this decay a
depends on the diffusion timeD. The diffusion tensor elemen
could, in principle, be deconvoluted from this composite
cay. However, as in any other deconvolution problem (14), the
result is rather sensitive, for example, to the spectral nois
can therefore seldom be trusted as a source of accurate
titative data. Here we present a way by which anisotr
diffusion can be accurately measured on suitable spinI 5 1

2

nuclei in powders. The method exploits the orientational
pendence of the resonance frequency caused by chemica
anisotropy (CSA). To uncover this, dipolar decoupling is u
The method is demonstrated by19F PGSE NMR that is com
bined with homonuclear decoupling in the lamellar phas
the lyotropic mixture of cesium perfluorooctanoate (CsP
and water (15).

METHOD

The method is based on a modification of the PGSE p
sequences (1, 2) that were originally designed to study dif
sion in homogeneously oriented samples with nonvanis
dipolar couplings. They use dipolar decoupling to suppres
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74 DVINSKIKH AND FURÓ
dipolar dephasing during the gradient encoding and deco
periodsd. Since the decoupling is applied in the presence
strong magnetic field gradient, the decoupling efficiency va
with the gradient strength. The artifact introduced by
feature is suppressed by slice selection. In the original h
nuclear pulse sequence (2) there was no decoupling during t
signal acquisition, primarily to limit sample heating. While t
is not a problem in suitably oriented samples (all signal a
from regions of the same orientation with respect to the ap
field gradient), in polycrystalline samples the strong dip
broadening obscures the orientation dependence. If, how
the signal can be acquired under homonuclear decouplin
dipolar broadening disappears, exposing the powder spe
caused by CSA. The corresponding pulse sequence is sho
Fig. 1. Another difference, compared to Refs. (1, 2), is the use
of bipolar gradient pulses which suppress artifacts cause
the cross-relaxation process during the periodt (16).

The diffusion experiment proceeds by recording the v
ion of the signal intensity on increasing the diffusion delaD.
In general, the resulting damping of the signal for a partic
domain depends on the relative orientation of the second
diffusion tensorD (set by the orientation of the domain) to
direction of the gradientg (set by the applied gradient co

his is usually formulated by replacing the classicalg2D term
n the Stejskal–Tanner expression (17, 18) by the bilinear form
Dg (3, 4, 19) that yields

S~D! , exp~2R z D!, [1a]

ith

R 5 ~gsd! 2gDg 1 1/T1, [1b]

heres is the scaling factor of the decoupling sequence (6) and
g is the magnetogyric ratio. (We neglect the orientation-de
dence of the scaling factor and relaxation timeT1.)

FIG. 1. 19F PGSE NMR combined with MREV-8 homonuclear dipo
ecoupling and slice selection. Bipolar gradient pulses (16) and a LED (30)

period are included in the pulse sequence. Acquisition is performed
presence of homonuclear decoupling. The selective inversion pulse is ab
every second scan and subsequent FIDs are subtracted.
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its three principal valuesDi , i 5 a, b, g. In powder sample
these individual principal values are only accessible if
exploited coupling tensor, quadrupole or CSA, is significa
nonaxially symmetric. Below, we concentrate on the form
simpler case of uniaxial symmetry that is more relevan
liquid crystals. In that case, the diffusion tensor has two p
cipal values denoted byD i andD' and the axis of symmet
coincides with the direction associated withD i. Although no
necessarily the case, a uniaxial symmetry ofD in liquid crys-
tals is usually accompanied by uniaxial quadrupole and
coupling tensors. Hence, the orientation of a particular do
with respect to the magnetic fieldB0 is sufficiently characte-
ized by a single angleu between the phase directorP (20)
within the domain andB0.

If g is set parallel toB0, u provides the relative orientation
both the diffusion and the coupling tensors with respect toB0.
Hence, the bilinear formgDg in Eq. [1b] can be simplified t
g2D(u ) (3) with

D~u ! 5 D icos2u 1 D'sin2u. [2]

Provided that the diffusion distanced 5 (6DmaxD)1/2 with Dmax

denoting the faster of the principal values is small compar
the domain size, the obtained spectra can be straightforw
analyzed to provide the principal values of the diffusion ten
In particular, the intensity decays measured at the spe
edges provide directlyD i andD'.

On the other hand, ifg is set to an arbitrary angle wi
respect toB0, the domains that are oriented atu with respect to
B0 contribute to the powder spectrum at the same frequ
but the angle between their phase directorP and g varies

herefore, there is a distribution ofgDg among those domai
nd such an experimental setup results in a composite

hat is generally non-Gaussian and is therefore more diffic
nalyze.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The homonuclear-dipolar-decoupled19F NMR powder spec-
trum in the lamellar phase of the CsPFO–D2O mixture, re-
corded at 188 MHz and at 298 K, is shown in Fig. 2a.
spectrum is a superposition of the axially symmetric C
powder patterns (6) that correspond to different fluorine po
tions within the surfactant molecule. The CSA tensors
reduced with respect to their instantaneous molecular v
both by molecular motions (1, 21) and scaling by the hom
nuclear decoupling (2). The line positions in the spectrum of
oriented sample in Fig. 2b (with the phase director parall
B0) coincide with the high field edges of individual pow
patterns in Fig. 2a. The spectrum is assigned as previ
communicated (22).

First,D i andD' were obtained in a homogeneouslyoriented
amellar liquid crystal prepared by cooling the sample from

he
t in
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75ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION IN UNORIENTED SAMPLES BY PGSE NMR
adjacent nematic phase into the lamellar phase within
magnetic field (23). The experiment performed as previou
described (1, 2) provided us with the data presented in Fig
from which least-square fits yieldD i 5 (2.5 6 0.3) z 10212

m2/s andD' 5 (5.4 6 0.2) z 10211 m2/s, corresponding to th

FIG. 2. 19F homonuclear-decoupled NMR spectra of CsPFO/D2O (at 40
t%) in the lamellar phase at 298 K. (a) Sample with random do
rientation. (b) Homogeneously oriented sample with its director parallel
tatic magnetic field. MREV-8 homonuclear decoupling with 2.5-ms 90° pulse
ength and 84-ms cycle time was applied to obtain both spectra. Note tha
requency scale is not corrected by the scaling factors ('0.5) of thedecou
pling sequence. The fluorines that contribute to the spectrum are numbe
the corresponding carbon position in the surfactant molecule: the F2 fluorines
eside on the difluoromethylene group closest to the carboxylate carbon a

8 fluorines reside in the terminal trifluoromethyl group.

FIG. 3. The variation of the decay constantR (see Eq. [1b]) on increasin
radient strengthg and/or durationd. The effective gradient strength
rovided by the scaling factors of the homonuclear decoupling (6). Full and
pen symbols are data from oriented and unoriented samples, respe
roviding, via Eq. [1b],D(u ) at u 5 0° (E, F) andu 5 90° (h, ■).
e

,

surfactant diffusion perpendicular and parallel to the lam
bilayers, respectively. The obtained ratioD'/D i ' 20 is close
to that found for the same surfactant but at a different con
tration and temperature (1).

Second,D i andD' were obtained in anunorientedsample
prepared by cooling the sample but outside the magnetic
With the pulse sequence in Fig. 1 andg parallel to B0, the
spectral shape varies on changingD as demonstrated in Fig.
for g 5 190 G/cm. In contrast, no detectable variation of
spectral shape with increasing diffusion timeD was observe
with zero gradient and the experiment yielded an expone
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FIG. 4. (a) 19F spectra obtained with the pulse sequence in Fig.
different diffusion timesD and with gradient strengthg 5 190 G/cm an
gradient pulse lengthd 5 1.68 ms. The gradient is parallel to the st

agnetic fieldB0. The simulated spectra (left side) are calculated with
axially symmetric CSA tensor with diffusion coefficientsD i 5 2.5 3 10212

m2/s andD' 5 5.4 3 10211 m2/s measured in an oriented sample (see
and with the longitudinal relaxation time set toT1 5 1 s. (b) The decay of th
pectral intensities at the edges with increasing diffusion timeD (see Fig. 1)
he points (E, left edge at 3 kHz corresponding tou 5 0°; h, right edge at23
Hz corresponding tou 5 90°) are integral intensities from the shadow
egions. The dependence of the fitted (solid line) decay constants o
radient strengthg and durationd is shown in Fig. 3.
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76 DVINSKIKH AND FURÓ
constant and the diffusion coefficients obtained in the orie
sample (see above), we have simulated via Eqs. [1] and [2
decay of a CSA powder spectrum with increasingD. As
demonstrated by Fig. 4 there is a qualitative agreemen
tween the experimental and simulated spectra. A quantit
simulation of the spectral shape requires taking into acc
the anisotropy of the transverse relaxation and the overl
the individual19F spectra.

The two principal values of the diffusion tensor can
obtained, however, without spectral simulation. For each
vidual spectrum of Fig. 4, the intensity at the left edg
contributed by domains with their director parallel toB0 (u 5
0°), while domains with director orientation perpendicula
B0 (u 5 90°) contribute to the right edge of each individ
pectrum. Hence,D i and D' can be simply obtained by r-
ording the decay of the respective spectral edges. In
articular spectra with their partial overlap (see Fig. 2),
ecay of the left edge of the F8 powder spectrum providesD i

and the right edge of the composite F2–7 powder spectrum
providesD'. By performing several experiments with gradi
trength in the range from zero to 230 G/cm (see data in
), the linear dependence of the decay constantR on g2 (see
q. [1b]) provides us withD i 5 (6 6 1) z 10212 m2/s and

D' 5 (4.8 6 0.4) z 10211 m2/s.
The obtained values of the diffusion coefficient for the

in-bilayer diffusionD' agree well for oriented and unorien
samples. On the other hand,D i is overestimated (by a factor

) in the measurement performed in the unoriented sam
his can mainly be attributed to the large linewidth ('150 Hz,

caused mainly by inhomogeneous broadening) and the
nential multiplication prior to Fourier transform (50 H
Hence, the intensity at the high-frequency edge of th8
spectrum is contributed not only by domains withu 5 0° but

lso by other ones with an orientation distribution around
ith 200 Hz line broadening and about 2 kHz full wid

scaled down by homonuclear decoupling (6)) of the F8 powder
spectrum, the width of this orientation distribution is more t
10°. D' is less sensitive to this effect since the relative v-
ation of the diffusion coefficient in the vicinity of its maximu
value is much smaller and, moreover, the powder spectru
F2–7 is wider. There might also be some influence from-
change of molecules among domains with different orienta
Again, D i is more sensitive to that process thanD'. For D 5

00 ms andD 5 5 z 10211 m2/s, the average diffusion distan
s ^r 2& 1/ 2 5 (6DD) 1/ 2 5 5 mm, which is a plausible size ran
for domains in lyotropic liquid crystals.19F 2D exchang

xperiments (24) performed with several mixing times (resu
ot shown) indicate the onset of significant interdomain
hange at around 300 ms. The influence of this process
iffusion experiment can be reduced by choosing a sh
iffusion time and correspondingly stronger and/or longer
ient pulses.
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As demonstrated above, the principal values of the anis
pic self diffusion tensor can be measured in polycrysta
samples by a PGSE-type experiment with decoupling du
both the gradient pulses and the acquisition period. The m
does not require quadrupolar probe nuclei as in previou
periments (7). Instead of exploiting the quadrupole coupli
the orientational dependence of the resonance frequen
spin I 5 1

2 nuclei via their chemical shift anisotropy is used
distinguish between domains with different orientation. Th
fore, nuclei with substantial chemical shift anisotropy (6), like
19F, 13C, and31P, are the most feasible as a probe. Depen
on the source of the dominant dipolar broadening, one ca
heteronuclear or homonuclear decoupling, of which the l
option is demonstrated here experimentally. In the pre
sample, the diffusion anisotropy would also be access
albeit in a longer experiment, via the large13C CSA of the
carbonyl carbon (21).

If its time scale is comparable with the diffusion timeD,
molecular exchange between domains with different orie
tion puts a limit on the accuracy of the measured diffu
anisotropy. A short diffusion time might therefore be pref
ble to use.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cesium perfluorooctanoate was synthesized as des
previously (9). The liquid crystal sample was produced
mixing CsPFO (40 wt%) with D2O. The nematic–lamella
phase transition temperature was established to 299 K fro
2H spectrum. The lamellar sample with random director or-
ation was prepared by cooling the sample through its isot
nd nematic phases outside the magnetic field. Due to the
iscosity of the phase, the sample remains unoriented i
agnetic field for long times (a few days or longer if it is m

han 0.5 K away from the nematic–lamellar phase transit
he homogeneously oriented lamellar sample was prepar
ooling the sample from the nematic phase with the sa
nside the magnet (4.7 T field strength). The nematic dire
rients parallel to the external magnetic field and this orie

ion is kept in the lamellar phase (23). The sample orientatio
as checked by observing the2H spectrum of D2O which is a

powder pattern and a doublet in polycrystalline and orie
phases, respectively.

The measurements were performed on a Bruker DMX
spectrometer, operating at 188 MHz for19F. We used a hom-
built gradient probe (2, 25). The length of the19F 90° pulse wa
2.5ms (with 300-W irradiation power). The gradient coils w
driven by a Bruker BAFPA-40 current generator. The grad
strength was calibrated earlier (1). The Gaussian-shaped sel
tive inversion pulse (47ms) of 30 kHz nominal bandwidth w
truncated at 2% of its peak amplitude. The following ph
cycle was applied: first 90° pulse 2(1x), 2(1y); second an
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77ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION IN UNORIENTED SAMPLES BY PGSE NMR
2(1x), 2(1y); receiver 2(2x), 2(2y). The phases of th
80° pulses coincided with the phase of first 90° pulse. E
ycle is repeated twice with and without selective inver
ulse (with phase1x) and the receiver phase is inverted
ubsequent cycles. The pulse phases in the MREV-8 (26, 27)
equence were alternated between (1x, 1y, 2y, 2x, 2x,
y, 2y, 1x) and (1x, 2y, 1y, 2x, 2x, 2y, 1y, 1x)

after each eight scans. The MREV-8 sequence was sandw
(28, 29) as (458)2y–(MREV-8)–(458)1y. The scaling factor o
the MREV-8 sequence was calibrated depending on frequ
offset as described earlier (2). The values 5 0.46averaged i
the frequency offset range615 kHz was used for calculatin
the diffusion coefficient via Eq. [1]. The delayd was set to 1.6
ms, which corresponds to 28 MREV-8 cycles of 60ms.

A total of 256 transients (preceded by 16 dummy sc
ere accumulated for each individual spectrum of the diffu
xperiment. The average temperature was regulated w
ccuracy of 0.1 K by the Bruker BVT-3000 unit. A recy
elay of 16 s (much longer than required for full spin re
tion) was used to allow for sufficient heat dissipation f
ecoupling. Heating effects amount to about 0.4 K ave

emperature spread and about 0.4 K average temperature
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